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The ActVA-ActVB system from Streptomyces coelicolor is a two-component flavin-dependent monooxygenase that belongs
to an emerging class of enzymes involved in various oxidation reactions in microorganisms. The ActVB component is a
NADH:flavin oxidoreductase which provides a reduced FMN to the second component, ActVA the proper monooxygenase.
In this work, we demonstrate that the ActVA-ActVB system catalyzes the aromatic
monohydroxylation of dihydrokalamfungin by molecular oxygen. In the presence of reduced
FMN and molecular oxygen, the ActVA active site accommodates and stabilizes an
electrophilic flavin FMN-OOH hydroperoxide intermediate species as the oxidant.
Surprisingly, we demonstrate that the quinone form of dihydrokalamfungin is not
oxidized by the ActVA-ActVB system, whereas the corresponding hydroquinone is
an excellent substrate. The enantiomer of dihydrokalamfungin, nanaomycin A, as well as
the enantiomer of kalamfungin, nanaomycin D, are also substrates in their hydroquinone forms.
The previously postulated product of the ActVA-ActVB system, the antibiotic
actinorhodin, was not found to be formed
during the oxidation reaction.

The two-component flavin-dependent monooxygenases have recently emerged as an
important class of enzyme systems involved in biological oxidations (1). They are composed of
two enzymes. First, a NAD(P)H:flavin
oxidoreductase which catalyzes the reduction of
free flavin, Flavin Adenine Dinucleotide (FAD)
or Flavin MonoNucleotide (FMN), by reduced pyridine nucleotides, NADPH or NADH (2-7).
Second, an oxygenase which binds the resulting
free reduced flavin together with the substrate in the active site (8-20). There is a general
agreement that the reaction proceeds through an
oxidation of the flavin by molecular oxygen to
generate a flavin hydroperoxide intermediate
(21). This is followed by transfer of a single oxygen atom from the electrophilic peroxide to
the substrate, generating the oxidized product of
the reaction (21). Therefore in this two-component system, NAD(P)H oxidation and the
hydroxylation reaction are catalyzed by separate polypeptides. In all cases, with the exception of
luciferase (22), there is no evidence for an
interaction between the two components and a
channeling mechanism allowing the flavin to
travel from one protein to another within a
protein complex. Accordingly, in most cases, the
oxidoreductase component can be replaced by
other flavin reductases, including the non-
homologous ones from other organisms (4, 5).
The flavin transfer process from the
oxidoreductase to the oxygenase is thus simply
under thermodynamic control (5, 20).

The most extensively studied oxygenase
components so far are those utilizing FADH₂ as
a cofactor, such as 4-hydroxyphenylacetate
monooxygenase (HpaB) from Escherichia coli
(8) phenol hydroxylase (PheA1) from Bacillus
thermoglucosidaseflurescens (4) and styrene
monooxygenase (StyA) from Pseudomonas
fluorescens (12, 13). In contrast, the oxygenases
utilizing FMNH₂ (termed FMN_red herein) have
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been much less investigated. Examples are those involved in the synthesis of the antibiotic pristinamycin in *Streptomyces pristinaeispiralis* (14, 15), utilization of sulfur from aliphatic sulfonates in *Escherichia coli* (18) or desulfurization of fossil fuels by *Rhodococcus* species (19). In our laboratory, we have been investigating the FMN-dependent two-component enzyme system, consisting of ActVB (6), the flavin reductase, and ActVA-Orf5 (termed ActVA herein) (20), the oxygenase, thought to participate in the last steps of the biosynthesis of the antibiotic actinorhodin in *Streptomyces coelicolor* (23-25) (Scheme 1). Our results have provided new insights into the mechanism of the reaction, especially regarding flavin reduction as well as flavin transfer from the oxidoreductase to the oxygenase (20). The reaction catalyzed by this enzyme system is particularly interesting and might have broader synthetic applications and thus further studies of the mechanism, substrate specificity and reaction efficiency are highly relevant.

Here we report the results of our enzyme assays of the ActVB-ActVA system using the presumed natural substrate dihydrokalaflungin (DHK) (23). Unexpectedly, we demonstrate that the DHK substrate appears to be utilized in its hydroquinone form and the only product formed is hydroxylated DHK. Although this enzyme system (or at least ActVB) was originally proposed to be involved in the dimerisation to form actinorhodin (23), we have not so far observed dimerisation under the range of conditions used in our *in vitro* experiments. We also provide further evidence for the involvement of a FMN-OOH intermediate during the catalytic cycle, which is unusually stabilized by the active site of ActVA.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

**Materials.** FMN, NADH and Nanaomycin A (NNM-A) were purchased from Sigma or Aldrich. Other reagent-grade chemicals were obtained from Euromedex. Deazaflavin (5-Deaza-5-carbariboflavin) was a gift from Dr. Philippe Simon (Grenoble, France). Nanaomycin D (NNM-D), dihydrokalaflungin (DHK) and actinorhodin were gift to SGK from Professors E. N. G. Marsh, D. Hopwood and S. Omura. Recombinants ActVA-Orf 5 and His tagged ActVB were overexpressed in *E. coli* and purified as described in (6, 20).

**Anaerobic procedures.** Anaerobic experiments were performed at 18°C in a Jacomex glove box equipped with a UV-visible cell coupled to an Uvikon XL spectrophotometer by optical fibers (Photronics system). All the solutions were incubated anaerobically for 2 h before the beginning of each experiment.

**Preparation of reduced FMN and reduced pyronaphthoquinone substrates.** Deoxygenated stock solutions (500 μM) of FMN (ε445nm = 12.5 mM−1 cm−1), NNM-A, NNM-D and DHK were anaerobically photoreduced in the presence of 0.5 μM deazaflavin and 10 mM EDTA by irradiation for 30 minutes using a commercial slide projector placed at a distance of 3 cm. The reduced solutions were used within a day.

**Oxidation of pyronaphthoquinone substrates by the ActVA-FMN_red/O2 system.** (i) With reduced pyronaphthoquinone substrates. 10 μM of FMN_red was first mixed in the anaerobic glove box with 10 μM of reduced pyronaphthoquinone and 50 μM ActVA into a 100 μL air-tight spectrophotometric cuvette. The oxidation was initiated by the addition of 10 μL of pure oxygen saturated water (1 mM O2) with an Hamilton syringe. The reaction was followed by UV-visible spectroscopy. At the end of the reaction, the mixture was immediately analyzed by HPLC-MS as described below. (ii) With oxidized pyronaphthoquinone substrates. Various amounts of pure oxygen saturated water (1 mM O2) were added to an air-tight micro vial (150 μL) containing 100 μM of oxidized pyronaphthoquinone (final concentration) to a final volume of 100 μL. Oxygen final concentrations ranging between 28 to 90 μM were obtained with this procedure. In the anaerobic glove box, 10 μL of this mixture was injected with a Hamilton syringe into an air-tight spectrophotometric cuvette containing 100 μL of 10 to 20 μM FMN_red and 50 μM ActVA solution. The reaction was followed spectrophotometrically. At the end of the reaction, the mixture was analyzed and quantified by HPLC as described below.

**Oxidation reaction catalyzed by the ActVB-ActVA system.** (i) In the absence of pyronaphthoquinone substrate. Under aerobic conditions, ActVB (155 nM) was added to a mixture containing 200 μM NADH, 46 or 80 μM FMN, 0 to 104 μM ActVA and 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.6 in a final volume of 100 μL. The reaction was monitored spectrophotometrically at 25°C. (ii) In the presence of oxidized pyronaphthoquinone substrate. Under aerobic conditions, ActVB (155 nM) was added to a mixture containing 200 μM NADH, 4 μM FMN,
36 µM oxidized pyronaphthoquinone substrate (DHK or NNN-A), 0 to 180 µM ActVA in a 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.6 buffer. The reaction was followed by UV-visible spectrophotometry at 25°C. The appearance of hydroxylated product was monitored at 520 nm and also analyzed by HPLC-MS as described below. Similar experiments were performed with successive additions of NADH (200 µM) in order to obtain a total hydroxylation of the pyronaphthoquinone substrates.

**Quinone reductase activity of ActVB.** The steady-state kinetic parameters of the nanaomycin A reductase activity of ActVB were determined in the anaerobic glove box at 18°C, by monitoring the quinone reduction at 423 nm (ε423nm = 4.0 mM−1 cm−1). Under standard conditions, the reaction mixture contained 200 µM NADH, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.6 and various amounts of NNN-A, in a final volume of 100 µL. The reaction was initiated by the addition of an ActVB solution containing 34 mM FMN (final concentration). Initial velocities were determined from the early linear part of the reaction progress curves and plotted as a function of NNN-A concentrations. Data were fitted according to the Michaelis-Menten equation using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm of Kaleidagraph™.

**DHK quinone reduction by ActVA:FMN_red complex.** 10 µM of FMN_red was mixed in an anaerobic glove box with 28 µM of ActVA and 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.6 buffer at 18°C. A deoxygenated DHKox solution was then added rapidly with a Hamilton syringe to a final concentration of 10 µM and the reaction was monitored by UV-Visible spectrophotometry.

**HPLC and HPLC-MS analysis.** HPLC analyses were performed with a 1100 Agilent chromatographic system coupled to a diode array UV–visible spectrophotometer. An aliquot fraction (100 µL) of the reaction mixture was diluted two times with an aqueous solution containing 0.1 % TFA prior to be loaded onto a C18 column (previously equilibrated with 65 % of ultra pure water and 35 % of acetonitrile, both containing 0.1 % TFA). Elution was conducted with a 35 to 100 % acetonitrile (0.1 % TFA) linear gradient at a flow rate of 1 mL/min during 10 min and monitored by UV-visible spectrophotometry between 250 and 900 nm. Pyronaphthoquinone substrates and hydroxylated products were then quantified from the integration of the HPLC peak monitored at 423 and 520 nm respectively.

HPLC-tandem mass spectrometry analyses were performed with a 1100 Agilent chromatographic system coupled to an API 3000 triple quadrupolar apparatus (Applied Biosystem/SCIEX) equipped with a turbo ionspray electrospray source used in the negative mode. Samples were loaded onto a 2 x 150 mm octadecylsilyl silica gel (5 µm particle size) column (Uptisphere, Interchim Montluçon, France) previously equilibrated with 65 % of ultra pure water containing 2 mM ammoniumformate and 35 % of acetonitrile. Elution was carried out with a 35 to 100 % acetonitrile linear gradient in 2 mM ammonium formate as the mobile phase, at a flow rate of 200 µL/min during 10 min. Mass analyses were performed in the multiple reaction monitoring mode (MRM). For this purpose, fragments corresponding to the decarboxylated ([M−44-H]) pseudo–molecular ions were quantified. The transitions corresponding to pyronaphthoquinone, hydroxylated pyronaphthoquinone and actinorhodin were monitored simultaneously with a dwell time set at 650 ms for each compounds.

**RESULTS**

*The ActVA-ActVB system in the absence of pyronaphthoquinone substrates: evidence for a flavin-hydroperoxide intermediate under steady-state conditions.*

In the experiments described below, the complete flavin reductase (ActVB)-monooxygenase (ActVA) system was investigated in the absence of pyronaphthoquinone substrates under aerobic ([O2] = 200 µM) steady-state conditions. An excess of ActVA with regard to both ActVB and FMN was used in order to ensure that the reduced flavins (FMN_red) produced by the action of ActVB/NADH were fully trapped within ActVA polypeptide chains (in agreement with the previously determined Kd values for FMN_red with regard to ActVA and ActVB, 0.39 µM and 6.60 µM respectively (20). Furthermore the FMN concentration was such that the ActVB enzyme was saturated (Kd value for FMN_red = 1 µM (6)). The reaction could be monitored by UV-visible spectroscopy since both NADH and FMN are characterized by specific light absorption bands in the 300-500 nm region. NADH (200 µM) oxidation was monitored at 340 nm whereas FMN_red reduction was followed at 445 nm. The results are shown in Figure 1. During the first step of the aerobic incubation,
we observed an oxidation of NADH (decrease of the intensity of the 340 nm band) which stopped (plateau of the intensity at 340 nm) after approximately 100 seconds, when all NADH was consumed (Figure 1A). During the first 100 seconds, FMN$_{ox}$ was transformed (decrease of the intensity at 445 nm) almost quantitatively into a species whose concentration remained constant (plateau at 445 nm) as long as NADH was present in solution (Figure 1A). During this steady-state, FMN was mostly in a state displaying a single absorption band at 370 nm in the UV-visible spectrum (the slight absorption above 450 nm corresponds to the residual FMN$_{ox}$ form), characteristic for a flavin-hydroperoxide species (21), FMN-OOH (Figure 1B, squares). After 100 seconds reaction, when all NADH was oxidized, the flavin was slowly and totally converted back to FMN$_{ox}$, as shown from the increase of the intensity of the 445 nm absorption band (Figures 1A and 1B). From Figure 1A, a first order rate constant of $k = 0.84$ min$^{-1}$ was determined for the decomposition of the FMN-OOH species. This process (100-359 seconds reaction time) occurred without any absorbing intermediate species, since spectral changes involved three isobestic points at 333, 365 and 399 nm (Figure 1B). Note that the first spectrum at 76 s does not share all these isobestic points since it also contains absorption at 340 nm due to residual NADH. This experiment showed that, in the absence of substrate and under the reductive pressure of NADH, the intermediate FMN-OOH is present in aerobiosis under large steady-state concentrations and is thus spectrophotometrically observable.

The same type of experiment was carried out with various concentrations of ActVA. As shown in Figure 2A, the steady-state level of FMN-OOH, reflected by the plateau of the optical density at 445 nm (reaction time 50-100 seconds), increased with increased ActVA concentration. The amount of FMN$_{ox}$ converted to FMN-OOH was determined from the OD at 445 nm using the difference between its value at the end of the reaction ($t > 350$ s) and its value at the plateau ($t = 50$ s), assuming negligible contribution of the FMN-OOH species at this wavelength. It should be noted that in these conditions free FMN$_{red}$ does not accumulate since it is immediately oxidized by the excess of O$_2$. Plotting this value as a function of ActVA concentration generates a straight line, indicating that FMN-OOH accumulation is directly proportional to ActVA concentration. The slope in Figure 2B gives the amount of FMN-OOH formed per ActVA molecule. The results demonstrated that under the experimental conditions used here, one molecule of FMN-OOH was formed per dimer of ActVA, at the steady state.

**The ActVA- ActVB system in the presence of pyronaphthoquinone substrates: a monooxygenation reaction.**

The substrate of the enzyme system is presumed to be dihydrokafungin (DHK, Schemes 1 and 2). However, enzymatic oxidation of DHK has not been shown in vitro. When DHK (36 μM) was incubated aerobically with the ActVA-ActVB system in the presence of 4 μM FMN and 200 μM NADH in 20 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.7, a product was formed at the expense of DHK, as shown by HPLC. No product could be obtained in the absence of ActVA (data not shown). Figure 3A shows the chromatogram detected at the end of the reaction when all NADH has been oxidized (100 seconds). DHK is eluted at 7.4 min and the product at 7.7 min. The spectrum of the product is shown in Figure 3B (triangles). The absorption band enjoys a large bathochromic shift with regard to that of DHK, from 423 to 507 nm and is significantly different from that of actinorhodin. The ε values have been estimated as described below. Analysis of the new compound by LC-MS demonstrated that its mass differed from that of DHK by only one oxygen atom (m/z = 317 Da instead of 301 Da for DHK). This result showed that the product of the reaction in vitro was not actinorhodin (m/z = 633 Da), but rather a monooxygenated derivative of DHK, named DHK-OH in the following.

In the experiment of Figure 3, using 200 μM NADH, DHK (36 μM initial concentration) was only partially converted to DHK-OH, as monitored by HPLC. We thus carried out several reaction runs by repeated additions of 200 μM NADH and oxygen until all the DHK was oxidized to product. From one run to the following the spectrum did not change in shape and the area of the peak corresponding to DHK-OH increased by about the same extent to reach a plateau when all DHK was oxidized. Assuming that the only oxidation product under these conditions was DHK-OH and that conversion of DHK to DHK-OH was quantitative, one thus could determine the extinction coefficient for DHK-OH at 507 nm,
with a value of 4.4 mM$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$ (as compared to 0.27 mM$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$ for DHK). This extinction coefficient of the band at 520 nm for DHK-OH was comparable to that of the band at 423 nm for DHK. This was also observed for quinone analogs such as 5-hydroxy-1,4-naphtoquinone and 5,8-dihydroxy-1,4-naphtoquinone, which display visible spectra remarkably similar to those of DHK and DHK-OH respectively (26).

It was clear that the reaction yield, calculated as the amount of DHK-OH divided by the amount of consumed NADH (200 μM) during the first run, was low. This yield increased with increased ActVA concentration but leveled off at about 10% with the highest concentrations (Figure 4). The dependence of the yield on FMN concentration was also studied and showed that the optimal concentration of FMN was 4 μM, using 37 μM of ActVA (data not shown).

The same complete study, involving product characterization (UV-visible spectroscopy, mass spectrometry) and calculation of reaction yields, was carried out with NNM-A as a substrate (data not shown). NNM-A is the enantiomer of DHK (Scheme 2). As for DHK, only one monoxygenated product was obtained. Figure 4 shows the dependence of the yield of NNM-A oxygenation upon ActVA concentration, demonstrating that it is a poorer substrate.

Taken together, these results indicated a very inefficient coupling of ActVB (flavin reduction) and ActVA (monoxygenation) activities. A possible source of uncoupling was the unproductive reaction of free FMN$^{\text{red}}$ with molecular oxygen during flavin transfer from ActVB to ActVA. However, as a large excess of ActVA was used in our experiments to ensure fast and complete binding of FMN$^{\text{red}}$, this factor is unlikely to be a significant contribution to the uncoupling. Another possible source of uncoupling was identified as described below.

**Quinone reductase activity of the ActVA-ActVB system.**

Reduced flavins are excellent reducing agents with regard to a variety of electron acceptors such as oxygen, ferric complexes and also quinones (27-29). We thus suspected the quinone compounds (DHK, NNM-A) used as substrates of the ActVA-ActVB system to be reduced by the FMN$^{\text{red}}$ generated by ActVB. Indeed, free FMN$^{\text{red}}$, obtained through ActVB flavin reductase activity or through anaerobic irradiation in the presence of deazaflavin, was shown to quantitatively reduce NNM-A, as shown from the intensity of the final band at 353 nm, characteristic of its hydroquinone form (data not shown).

We also investigated the quinone reductase activity of an ActVB preparation containing a tightly bound FMN (29) in the absence of free flavin. In order to avoid competition with molecular oxygen, all the experiments were carried out within an anaerobic glove box. When 200 μM NADH was incubated with ActVB containing 34 nM of FMN bound, in Tris buffer pH 7.6, no oxidation of NADH could be detected. Addition of a quinone substrate such as NNM-A in this medium resulted in its fast reduction by NADH, as shown by the decrease of the intensity of the 423 nm absorption band characteristic for the quinone. Figure 5A shows the initial and final UV-visible spectrum in an experiment with NADH (200 μM) in excess with regard to the quinone (130 μM). At the end of the reaction, there is no more quinone as shown from the lack of the band at 423 nm. The absorption band at around 350 nm is a mixture of a band at 340 nm (residual NADH) and a new band at 353 nm, characteristic of the corresponding NNM-A hydroquinone (30). The contribution of the flavin in all these spectra was negligible due to the extremely low concentration of FMN. These results showed that ActVB catalyzes the reduction of quinones such as NNM-A to the corresponding hydroquinone. The quinone reductase activity of ActVB, defined as the initial rate of the reaction determined from the time-dependent decrease of the intensity of the 423 nm band, exhibited a typical Michaelis-Menten dependence on substrate concentration (Figure 5B and Inset of Figure 5B). This allowed to determine the following kinetic parameters for the reduction of NNM-A: $k_{\text{cat}} = 9.6 \pm 0.4$ s$^{-1}$ and $K_m = 29 \pm 6$ μM. Taken together, these data clearly show that ActVB is able to catalyze the reduction of quinone compounds at the expense of NADH, through either free flavin or protein bound FMN.

Since ActVA accommodates both FMN$^{\text{red}}$ and the substrate into its active site, we reasoned that a quinone substrate might, as an electron acceptor, compete with oxygen for reaction with FMN$^{\text{red}}$. Figure 6 shows the initial spectrum of a solution containing 28 μM of ActVA and 10 μM of FMN$^{\text{red}}$ in which FMN$^{\text{red}}$ is fully complexed (20) and the final (0.5 min reaction) spectrum after addition of 10 μM DHK. The spectrum indicates formation of FMN$^{\text{ox}}$ (by the presence of the band at 450 nm) and of the hydroquinone
form of DHK (by the band at 353 nm). Since FMN\text{red} is fully complexed to ActVA, direct reduction of DHK\text{ox} by free flavin is unlikely. The intensity of the 450 nm band allows us to calculate that 10 μM of FMN\text{ox} was generated, thus showing that the reduction of DHK by FMN\text{red} was quantitative. These results demonstrate that an important source of uncoupling between NADH oxidation and substrate monooxygenation might reside in the efficient oxidation of FMN\text{red} by the quinone moiety of the substrates within ActVA.

The effect of oxygen.

Based on the observation that in ActVA FMN\text{red} reacts with both the quinone substrate and molecular oxygen and on the assumption that only the second process leads to the active oxygenating species, we reasoned that the efficiency of the monooxygenation reaction should be a growing function of molecular oxygen concentration. In order to test this hypothesis, we designed conditions for oxidation of DHK in the absence of ActVB. Using the simplified one-turnover monooxygenating system based on ActVA (50 μM) in excess with regard to FMN\text{red} (20 μM) in Tris buffer pH 7.6 prepared in the anaerobic glove box, we investigated the effect of increasing the concentration of oxygen on the efficiency of the monooxygenation of DHK. The reaction was initiated by injecting a solution containing both DHK and oxygen at known concentrations so that the final concentration of DHK was 10 μM and that of oxygen was variable. The reaction was completed within 1 min incubation and was analyzed by HPLC to determine the amount of both residual DHK and DHK-OH. We also checked that under these conditions DHK was converted into a single product which was identified as DHK-OH. Thus, the outcome of the oxidation reaction catalyzed by ActVA was the same whether the reduced flavin was provided as free FMN\text{red} (in the absence of ActVB) or by the FMN\text{ox}/ActVB/NADH system. However, the dependence on oxygen concentration, shown in Figure 7, was unexpected. Whereas O\text{2} was absolutely required for the reaction, DHK-OH formation decreased as a function of O\text{2} concentration above 30 μM. The decrease of DHK-OH at high concentration of O\text{2} was not due to an overoxidation/decomposition of DHK-OH, since less DHK substrate was consumed at increased O\text{2} concentration. These results allowed us to hypothesize that the true substrate of the enzyme was not DHK but the corresponding reduced hydroquinone form which could be formed by reaction of DHK with FMN\text{red}. Hydroquinones are well-known as oxygen-sensitive compounds and high concentration of O\text{2} could inhibit the reaction by decreasing the proportion of DHK in the hydroquinone form. This hypothesis was confirmed experimentally as shown in the next paragraph.

ActVA substrate specificity.

In the following experiments, we used the one-turnover system described above to investigate the substrate specificity of ActVA. Three compounds, DHK, NNM-A and NNM-D (Scheme 2), in either the quinone or hydroquinone forms were tested. The reactions were carried out in the anaerobic glove box and analyzed aerobically by HPLC, monitoring the eluate at 423 nm (substrate) and 520 nm (monooxygenated product). For all experiments, only two peaks were present in the chromatogram, one corresponding to the quinone substrate and the other to the quinone monooxygenated product. This is consistent with the analysis performed aerobically as under these HPLC analysis conditions any hydroquinones are immediately converted to the quinone forms. With quinone substrates the reactions were initiated by addition of an aerated solution (final concentration 100 μM O\text{2}) containing the compound. For the hydroquinones, a reaction mixture containing FMN\text{red}, ActVA and the substrate was first prepared in the glove box and the reaction was initiated by addition of an aerated water solution (100 μM O\text{2} final concentration). The results are shown in Table 1 and establish that the hydroquinones are indeed the substrates of ActVA, with DHK\text{red} > NNM-A\text{red} > NNM-D\text{red} and with an excellent yield for DHK\text{red} (90%). Under the same conditions, no oxidation of the corresponding quinones could be observed.

DISCUSSION

The ActVB-ActVA system was investigated in our laboratory as a model for studying the mechanism of the two-component FMN-utilizing monooxygenase. ActVB (flavin reductase) catalyzes the reduction of FMN\text{ox} by NADH and ActVA (monooxygenase) uses the resulting FMN\text{red}, as a cofactor for activation of molecular oxygen and subsequent substrate oxidation. We are now able to propose an
enzymatic mechanism which involves the following steps (Scheme 3): (i) reduction of free FMN$_{ox}$ into free FMN$_{red}$ by NADH, catalyzed by ActVB; (ii) rapid binding of FMN$_{red}$ by ActVA ($K_d$ value of 0.39 μM); (iii) reaction of FMN$_{red}$ with O$_2$ within ActVA to generate a semi-stable electrophilic active FMN–OOH species; (iv) binding of the substrate in its hydroquinone form and monooxygenation. The dimerization reaction leading to the formation of actinorhodin does not appear to be catalyzed by the ActVB-ActVA system, at least under any of the conditions we have used here. Then, in *S. coelicolor*, the enzymes involved in the production of actinorhodin remain to be identified.

Previously, we had been able to observe a FMN–OOH species during reaction of ActVA-FMN$_{red}$ with O$_2$ in the absence of ActVB. Here we show that the same hydroperoxide characterized by a unique band at 370 nm accumulated during aerobic incubation of the complete two-component system ActVB-ActVA in the presence of FMN and NADH but in the absence of substrate, supporting the mechanism shown in Scheme 3. Under the reducing pressure of NADH, the ActVB-ActVA system converts almost all FMN$_{ox}$ into FMN–OOH through reduction to FMN$_{red}$, followed by rapid oxidation by O$_2$ within ActVA. Thus substrate binding is not required for formation of the peroxy. FMN–OOH, which is usually considered as a very unstable compound (21), accumulated in ActVA and was maintained at a large concentration under steady-state conditions. It could be detected spectrophotometrically because of: (i) the stabilizing effect of the ActVA protein, (ii) the presence of an excess of NADH, (iii) the absence of substrate which efficiently consumes the peroxy, and (iv) the slow and limiting rate of decomposition of the peroxy, by an undefined pathway, as compared to the rate of FMN–OOH formation.

The enzyme ActVB was originally proposed to be involved in the dimerisation reaction by analysis of the products produced by strains containing lesions in the biosynthetic cluster (23). However, more recent work has characterized this enzyme and close homologs as members of the FMN:NADH oxidoreductase family (2, 6, 20) that act to supply reduced flavins to a partner enzyme potentially catalyzing a hydroxylation. The ActVA genetic locus has long been thought to be involved in the aromatic hydroxylation (31) and ActVA-Orf5 has been shown to accept reduced flavin and be a strong candidate as partner for ActVB (20). In the present work, we were for the first time able to assay this system in vitro using the presumed natural substrates. The results of our assays demonstrate that the only product that could be detected in vitro is a monomeric hydroxylated product derived from DHK, which has been termed DHK-OH. This was firmly established by mass spectrometry. No formation of actinorhodin or other dimeric forms could be detected under the conditions of our experiments. The UV-visible spectrum of DHK-OH, significantly different from that of actinorhodin, contained a band at 507 nm, red-shifted with regard to the absorption band of DHK (423 nm) and with comparable extinction coefficient. It is similar to that of 5,8-dihydroxy-1,4-naphtoquinone, whereas that of DHK is similar to that of 5-hydroxy-1,4-naphtoquinone (26). It does indicate that the additional oxygen atom has been incorporated into the hydroxylated aromatic ring. It could be in para position with regard to the OH group at the eleven position, although we cannot completely exclude an hydroxylation at the ortho position. The same hydroxylated product was obtained when ActVA utilized a reduced flavin provided either directly as FMN$_{red}$ or enzymatically by the action of the ActVB/NADH/FMN$_{ox}$ system.

The second unexpected observation was that the enzyme substrate appeared to be the hydroquinone form of DHK (DHK$_{red}$) rather than the corresponding quinone form. Starting from DHK$_{red}$, the hydroquinone moiety was not recovered in the DHK-OH product simply because the assay mixture was worked up aerobically for analysis and under these conditions, the oxygen-sensitive hydroquinone was immediately converted back to the quinone. The first evidence that DHK was not directly used as the substrate came from the dependence of the yield of the DHK oxidation reaction catalyzed by ActVA-FMN$_{red}$ on oxygen concentration. If DHK would have been the direct substrate, this dependence would have been expected as a growing function of O$_2$ concentration, in agreement with FMN–OOH being the active species. This behavior was indeed observed experimentally, but only at very low concentrations of O$_2$. On the contrary, increasing concentrations of oxygen were found to be inhibitory. Since, as shown here (i) DHK$_{red}$ can be efficiently formed by reduction of DHK by ActVA-FMN$_{red}$ (ii) DHK$_{red}$ is efficiently
hydroxylated by ActVA/FMN$_{\text{red}}$/O$_2$, and (iii) DHK$_{\text{red}}$ is highly oxygen-sensitive, the O$_2$ dependence curve demonstrated that DHK$_{\text{red}}$ was the substrate of ActVA. The observation that no oxidation at all occurred using a large excess of O$_2$ thus clearly showed that DHK was not a substrate. Thus, the reason why in some experiments one could nevertheless observe formation of DHK-OH in experiments using DHK as a substrate is that the reaction conditions allowed formation of small amounts of DHK$_{\text{red}}$ in the active site of ActVA. In these experiments, there is an excess of FMN$_{\text{red}}$ with regard to DHK that allows both reduction of DHK to DHK$_{\text{red}}$ and formation of the active FMN-OOH species. There is also a small amount of O$_2$ thus preventing a fast reoxidation of DHK$_{\text{red}}$ to DHK. As a consequence, some product is formed, but obviously poor reaction yields were obtained using DHK as the substrate as shown both with the ActVA-FMN$_{\text{red}}$ system or the complete ActVB-ActVA-FMN-NADH system (Table 1).

In the latter more complex case, there were several possible sources of uncoupling between NADH oxidation and DHK oxidation, resulting in very low yields of DHK-OH based on NADH utilization. A significant source of uncoupling could reside in the oxidation of FMN$_{\text{red}}$ by DHK during transfer of FMN$_{\text{red}}$ from ActVB to ActVA. During this transfer, FMN$_{\text{red}}$ can also be oxidized by O$_2$, a reaction which does not produce FMN-OOH (32). Finally as discussed above, FMN$_{\text{red}}$ can be consumed to convert DHK into DHK$_{\text{red}}$ within the ActVA active site. The curve reporting the reaction yield as a function of ActVA concentration (Figure 4) demonstrated the occurrence of all these effects. At large excesses of ActVA, allowing fast and complete complexation of FMN$_{\text{red}}$ by ActVA, the first two uncoupling reactions were negligible. The low yield value at the plateau reflects the importance of reduction of DHK by FMN$_{\text{red}}$ within ActVA. Decreasing ActVA concentration resulted in decreased yield, most likely as a consequence of the increasing contribution of the other uncoupling reactions.

That DHK$_{\text{red}}$ is a much better substrate than DHK is consistent with the limit resonance forms of DHK$_{\text{red}}$ (Scheme 4). They show that electronic density accumulates in the ortho and para positions with regard to the OH group, allowing nucleophilic attack on the electrophilic FMN-OOH species (Scheme 4). This density is much more delocalized into the adjacent cycle in the case of DHK due to the strong electron accepting properties of the quinone.

Finally, ActVA does not seem to be specific for a single substrate, DHK$_{\text{red}}$. We showed in a previous work that ActVA could catalyze the oxidation of 1,5-dihydroanthraquinone (20). Here we show that NNM-A, the enantiomer of DHK, as well as NNM-D, the enantiomer of kalafungin, the lactone analog of DHK, are also substrates in the hydroquinone form. However, DHK is a much better substrate indicating the importance of the pyran cycle for recognition of this class of substrates by ActVA. In addition, this specificity is consistent with the actinorhodin configuration, 15R, 3S, identical to that of DHK (Scheme 2). It is well established that many tailoring enzymes appear to display considerable substrate flexibility. We are now in a suitable position to further investigate the substrate specificity of ActVA and further studies will aim at evaluating the possibility of using this system, in vitro or in vivo, for the synthesis of interesting compounds.

In conclusion, this work demonstrates that in Streptomyces coelicolor the two-component FMN-NADH dependent ActVA-ActVB system catalyzes the aromatic monohydroxylation of dihydrokalafungin by molecular oxygen, using an electrophilic flavin FMN-OOH hydroperoxide intermediate species as the oxidant (Scheme 3). It is interesting to note that in this enzyme, the FMN-OOH intermediate accumulates in the absence of substrate. In contrast, in flavoprotein hydroxylases, oxygen activation occurs only after substrate binding. This suggests different regulatory mechanisms as proposed in (5). The previously postulated product, the antibiotic actinorhodin, is not formed during this reaction and biosynthesis of actinorhodin itself needs to be re-investigated. Furthermore we demonstrate that the quinone form of DHK is not oxidized by the ActVA-ActVB system whereas the corresponding hydroquinone DHK$_{\text{red}}$ is an excellent substrate (Scheme 4). We speculate that the strongly reducing cellular conditions, including through the ActVB quinone reductase activity reported here, are enough to maintain the substrate in the reduced hydroquinone form in vivo and that a good coupling between NADH and substrate oxidation is occurring.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. A FMN-OOH intermediate in the steady-state: spectrophotometric evidence. 46 μM FMN_{ox} was aerobically incubated with 104 μM ActVA and 200 μM NADH in a 20 mM Tris-HCl buffer pH 7.6 at 25°C. ActVB was added to a final concentration of 155 nM and the reaction was monitored by UV-visible spectrophotometry. (A) Absorbance variations at 340 (solid line) and 445 nm (dotted line) plotted as a function of the reaction time. (B) UV-visible spectra monitored at 76 (□), 121 (○), 135 (△), 180 (◇) and 359 s (◆) after addition of ActVB. The arrows show the isobestic points.

Figure 2. A FMN-OOH intermediate in the steady-state: stoichiometry with regard to ActVA. 80 μM FMN_{ox} was aerobically incubated with 200 μM NADH and various amounts of ActVA in a 20 mM Tris-HCl buffer pH 7.6 at 25°C. ActVB was added to a final concentration of 155 nM and the reaction was monitored by UV-visible spectrophotometry. (A) Absorbance variations at 445 nm plotted as a function of time in the presence of 26 (○), 36 (△), 52 (□), 78 μM (◇) of ActVA. (B) Concentration of FMN-OOH at the steady state as a function of ActVA monomer concentration. A stoichiometry of 0.5 FMN-OOH per ActVA monomer was determined from the slope coefficient.

Figure 3. ActVA-ActVB hydroxylase activity: identification of the hydroxylated product by HPLC-MS and UV-visible spectroscopy. 4 μM of FMN_{ox} was aerobically incubated with 50 μM ActVA, 155 nM ActVB, 36 μM DHK, 200 μM NADH in a 20 mM Tris-HCl buffer pH 7.6 at 25°C. (A) The reaction mixture was analyzed after 100 s by HPLC-tandem mass spectrometry in the multiple reaction monitoring mode set up to analyze DHK and DHK-OH mass in a negative mode. (B) UV-visible spectra of actinorhodin (○), DHK (□) and DHK-OH (△). The ε values of the latter were determined from the steady-state experiments as described in Experimental Procedures.

Figure 4. Hydroxylation reaction yield as a function of ActVA concentration. 4 μM of FMN_{ox} was aerobically incubated with various amounts of ActVA, 155 nM ActVB, 36 μM DHK or NNM-A and 200 μM NADH in a 20 mM Tris-HCl buffer pH 7.6 at 25°C and the reaction was followed spectrophotometrically. The DHK (○) and NNM-A (△) hydroxylation yield ([hydroxylated product formed]/[NADH consumed]) was determined as described in Experimental Procedures.

Figure 5. Nanaomyacin A reductase activity of ActVB. 200 μM NADH was anaerobically incubated with various amounts of NNM-A quinone form in a 20 mM Tris-HCl buffer pH 7.6 at 18°C. ActVB and FMN were added to a final concentration of 155 nM and 34 nM respectively and quinone reduction was monitored at 423 nm as a function of time. (A) UV-visible spectra of the mixture recorded before addition of ActVB and FMN (○) and at the end of reaction (□). (B) Michaelis-Menten plot showing the variation of initial velocity of quinone reduction as a function of NNM-A concentration. Data were fitted as described in Experimental Procedures. Inset shows the double reciprocal plot V_i/Vi as a function of 1/[NNM-A]. A K_{m} value of 29 ± 6 μM and a k_{cat} value of 9.6 ± 0.4 s^{−1} were determined.

Figure 6. DHK reductase activity of ActVA. 10 μM FMN_{red} was anaerobically incubated with 28 μM ActVA in a 20 mM Tris HCl buffer pH 7.6 at 18°C. DHK quinone form was added to a final concentration of 10 μM and the reaction was followed by UV-visible spectroscopy. Are shown the UV-visible spectra observed before the addition of DHK (□) and 35 s after the mixing (○).

Figure 7. Inhibition of ActVA hydroxylase activity by oxygen. 20 μM FMN_{red} was anaerobically incubated with 50 μM ActVA in a 20 mM Tris HCl buffer pH 7.6 at 18°C. The DHK quinone form containing various amounts of oxygen was then added to a final concentration of 10 μM. At the end of reaction, DHK and DHK-OH were separated by HPLC and monitored spectrophotometrically at 423 and 520 nm respectively. The HPLC peak areas of DHK (○) and DHK-OH (◆) were integrated and reported as a function of oxygen concentration.
Table 1. Formation of hydroxylated products as a function of the pyronaphthoquinone substrate redox states, quinone (Ox) or hydroquinone (Red) forms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DHK Ox</th>
<th>DHK Red</th>
<th>NNM-A Ox</th>
<th>NNM-A Red</th>
<th>NNM-D Ox</th>
<th>NNM-D Red</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Steady-state experiments</strong></td>
<td>10&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>5&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>One turn-over experiments</strong></td>
<td>0&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>90&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>30&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>22&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> with a large excess of ActVA, 155 nM ActVB, 36 μM pyronaphthoquinone substrate, 4 μM FMN, 200 μM NADH, in aerobic conditions.

<sup>b</sup> with 50 μM ActVA, 10 μM substrate, 10 μM FMN and 100 μM O<sub>2</sub>.
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Scheme 1. Actinorhodin as the proposed product of the reaction catalyzed by the ActVB/ActVA system (23).
Scheme 2. Structure of pyronaphthoquinone substrates.
Scheme 3. DHK\textsubscript{red} hydroxylation catalyzed by the ActVA-ActVB system.
Scheme 4. Resonance forms of DHK.